Radon Measurement and Mitigation Training
July 20, 2016
Des Moines Botanical Gardens- Swartz/Walsh meeting rooms

9:00 am Welcome/Introductions
9:20 am Radon and Lung Cancer
          Scientific Evidence for Radon
10:00 am Break
10:15 am Chemical & Radiologic Characteristics
          Sources of Exposure and Entry
          Radon Measurement Devices
11:45 pm Lunch and visit exhibits
1:00 pm Radon Measurement Protocol
          General Radon Mitigation Principles
2:00 pm Break
2:15 pm Summary of Iowa Licensing Law
2:45 pm Q & A/Radon Bingo
3:30 pm Post-Quiz
4:00 pm Adjourn

Exhibits:
   1. Cloud Chamber
   2. Radon Devices
   3. Mitigation Fans
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